Medical applications of lasers are usually classified into four groups : electro-mechanical interaction (lops to lOns pulses), photoablative interaction (10 ns to loons pulses, ultravioiet). thermal interaction (1 ys to 1s) and photochemical interaction (Imin to l0min). The first three groups are slsing pulsed lasers. In the electro-mechanical interaction, high-peak power laser pulses create high irradiafices (1010 W-cm-2 for 10 ns Q-switched pulses to 1012 W.cm-2 for mode-locked 30ps pulses) which locally generate high electric fields resulting in dielectric Sreakdown and then formation of micro-plasma. The shock-wave associated is used for opening or disruption of ophthalmic structures. The photoablative interaction has recently been exploited to produce well defined, non-necrotic photoablativz cuts. Excimer lasers, with short pulses (Ions) focused on tissue (108 W. cm-2) have been applied for ablation of the cornea and for cardiovascular surger-y.The thermal interaction relies on the conversion of electromagnetic energy into heat. Heating of tissues results in thermal injury, tissue removal, control of bleeding or localized fragmentation. The major problem with heating of tissue is to adjust the duration of laser exposure in function of the tissue thermal relaxation time. This quantity depends on wavelen$ht and tissue parameters. For this reason, numerous lasers are now applied in medicine such as Argon, Krypton, Nd YAG, C02, Copper vappour, CW and pulsed dye, ... By using pulses lasting from Ips to 400ps, fragmentation of kidney-stone and vsporization of tissue are possible. With lasers operating in a repetitively pulsed or bust mode (ms pulses), selective photothermolysis and control of tissue temperature axe achieved.
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